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Improved Algorithms for Elliptic Curve Arithmetic in GF (2n)Julio L�opez�and Ricardo DahabyOctober 30, 1998AbstractThis paper describes three contributions for e�cient implementation of elliptic curvecryptosystems in GF (2n). The �rst is a new method for doubling an elliptic curve point,which is simpler to implement than the fastest known method, due to Schroeppel, andwhich favors sparse elliptic curve coe�cients. The second is a generalized and improvedversion of the Guajardo and Paar's formulas for computing repeated doubling points.The third contribution consists of a new kind of projective coordinates that providesthe fastest known arithmetic on elliptic curves. The algorithms resulting from this newformulation lead to a running time improvement for computing a scalar multiplicationof about 17% over previous projective coordinate methods.1 IntroductionElliptic curves de�ned over �nite �elds of characteristic two have been proposed for Di�e-Hellman type cryptosystems [1]. The calculation of Q = mP , for P a point on the ellipticcurve and m an integer, is the core operation of elliptic curve public-key cryptosystems.Therefore, reducing the number of �eld operations required to perform the scalar multipli-cation mP is crucial for e�cient implementation of these cryptosystems.In this paper we discuss e�cient methods for implementing elliptic curve arithmetic.We present better results than those reported in [8, 5, 2]; our basic technique is to rewritethe elliptic operations (doubling and addition) with less costly �eld operations (inversionsand multiplications), and replace general �eld multiplications by multiplications by �xedelliptic coe�cients.The �rst method is a new formula for doubling a point, i.e., for calculating the sum ofequal points. This method is simpler to implement than Schroeppel's method [8] since itdoes not require a quadratic solver. If the elliptic curve coe�cient b is sparse, i.e., with few1's in its representation, thus making the multiplication by the constant b more e�cientthan a general �eld multiplication, then our new formula should lead to an improvementof up to 12% compared to Schroeppel's method [8]. We also note that our formula can beapplied to composite �nite �elds as well.�Research supported by a CAPES-Brazil scholarshipyPartially supported by a PRONEX-FINEP research 107/971



Improved Algorithms for Elliptic Curve Arithmetic in GF (2n) 2In [2], a new approach is introduced for accelerating the computation of repeated dou-bling points. This method can be viewed as computing consecutive doublings using frac-tional �eld arithmetic. We have generalized and improved the formulas presented in thatpaper. The new formulas can be used to speed-up variants of the sliding-window method.For �eld implementations where the cost-ratio of inversion to multiplication varies form 2.5to 4 (typical values of practical software �eld implementations), we expect a speed-up of7% to 22% in performing a scalar multiplication.In [7], Schroeppel proposes an algorithm for computing repeated doubling points re-moving most of the general �eld multiplications, and favoring elliptic curves with sparsecoe�cients. Using his method, the computation of 2iP; i � 2 requires i �eld inversions, imultiplications by a �xed constant, one general �eld multiplication, and a quadratic solver.Since inversion is the most expensive �eld operation, this method is suitable for �nite �eldswhere �eld inversion is relatively fast. If the cost-ratio of inversion to multiplication is lessthan 3, this algorithm may be faster than our repeated doubling algorithm.When �eld inversion is costly (e.g., for normal basis representation, the cost-ratio ofinversion to multiplication is at least 7 [2, 8]), projective coordinates o�er an alternativemethod for e�ciently implementing the elliptic curve arithmetic. Based on our doublingformula, we have developed a new kind of projective coordinates which should lead to animprovement of 38% over the traditional projective arithmetic coordinates [4] and 17% onthe recent projective coordinates presented in [5], for calculating a multiple of a point.The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a brief summaryof elliptic curves de�ned over �nite �elds of characteristic two. In Section 3, we present ourdoubling point algorithm. Based on this method, we describe an algorithm for repeateddoubling points in Section 4. In Section 5, we describe the new projective coordinates.Animplementation of the doubling and adding projective algorithms is given in the appendix.2 Elliptic Curves over GF (2n)A non-supersingular elliptic curve E over GF (2n) is de�ned to be the set of solutions(x; y) 2 GF (2n)� GF (2n) to the equation,y2 + xy = x3 + ax2 + b ;where a and b 2 GF (2n); b 6= 0, together with the point at in�nity denoted by O.It is well known that E forms a commutative �nite group, with O as the group identity,under the addition operation known as the \tangent and chord method". Explicit ratio-nal formulas for the addition rule involve several arithmetic operations (adding, squaring,multiplication and inversion) in the underlying �nite �eld. In what follows, we will only beconcerned with formulas for doubling a point P in a�ne coordinates; formulas for addingtwo di�erent points in a�ne or projective coordinates can be found in [4, 5].Let P = (x1; y1) be a point of E. The doubling point formula [4] to compute 2P =(x2; y2) is given by 8<: x2 = x21 + bx21 ;y2 = x21 + (x1 + y1x1 ) � x2 + x2 : (1)



Improved Algorithms for Elliptic Curve Arithmetic in GF (2n) 3Note that the x-coordinate of doubling point formula 2P depends only on the x-coordinateof P and the coe�cient b, but doubling a point requires two general �eld multiplications,one multiplication by the constant b and one �eld inversion.Schroeppel [6] improved the doubling point formula saving the multiplication by theconstant b. His improved doubling point formula is :8><>: x2 =M2 +M + a ;y2 = x21 +M � x2 + x2 ;M = x1 + x1y1 : (2)Observe that the x-coordinates of the previous doubling point formula lead to the quadraticequation for M : M2 +M + a = x21 + bx21 : (3)If we assume that the cost of multiplying by a sparse �xed constant is comparable in speedto �eld addition, and that solving the previous quadratic equation is faster, then we obtainanother method for doubling a point with an e�ective cost of one general multiplication andone �eld inversion. A description of this method, developed by Schroeppel, can be foundin [8, pp. 370-371] and [5].In the next section, we introduce a new doubling point formula which requires also ageneral �eld multiplication, one �eld inversion, but does not depend on a quadratic solver.3 A New Doubling Point FormulaGiven an elliptic curve point P = (x1; y1), the coordinates of the doubling point 2P =(x2; y2) can be calculated by the following new doubling point formula:8><>: x2 = x21 + bx21 ;y2 = bx21 + ax2 + (y21 + b) � (1 + bx41 ) : (4)To derive the above formula we transform the y-coordinate of the doubling point formula(2): y2 = x21 + (x1 + y1x1 ) � x2 + x2 = bx21 + (y21 + b+ ax21x21 ) � x2= bx21 + ax2 + y21 + bx21 � (x41 + bx21 ) = bx21 + ax2 + (y21 + b) � (1 + bx41 ) :3.1 Performance AnalysisWe begin with the observation that our doubling formula eliminates the need for computingthe �eld element M from formula (2), which requires either one general multiplication or a



Improved Algorithms for Elliptic Curve Arithmetic in GF (2n) 4Table 1: The number of �eld multiplications for computing 25P + Q.Cost-Ratio New Formula Schroeppel [8] Improv.#Mult. #Mult. %r = 2 19 21.5 12r = 2:5 22 24.5 10r = 3 25 27.5 9r = 4 31 33.5 7quadratic solver. The calculation of 2P requires one general �eld multiplication, two �eldmultiplications by the �xed constant b, and one �eld multiplication by the constant a. Thislast multiplication can be avoided by choosing the coe�cient a to be 0 or 1.1 Thus, ourformula favors elliptic curves with sparse coe�cients, i.e., those having relatively few 1's intheir representation.In order to compare the running time of our formula with Schroeppel's method [8] forcomputing a scalar multiplication, we made the following assumptions:� Adding and squaring �eld elements is fast.� Multiplying a �eld element by a sparse constant is comparable to adding.� The cost of solving the quadratic equation (3) and determining the right solution isabout half of that of a �eld multiplication (this is true for the �nite �eld implemen-tation given in [6], but no e�cient method is known for tower �elds [7]).The fastest methods for computing a scalar multiplication [6, 3] perform �ve point doublingsfor every point-addition, on average. Table 1 compares our formula, in performing a scalarmultiplication, for di�erent values of the cost-ratio r of inversion to multiplication.Therefore, for practical �eld implementations as those given in [6, 9, 2], our formulashould lead to a running time improvement of up to 12% in computing a scalar multi-plication. However, for elliptic curves selected at random (where the coe�cient b is notnecessarily sparse), both our and Schroeppel's method may not give a computational ad-vantage. A better algorithm for computing 25P is presented in the next section.4 Repeated Doubling AlgorithmWe present a method for computing repeated doublings, 2iP; i � 2, which is based onfractional �eld arithmetic and the doubling formula. The idea is to successively computethe elliptic points 2jP = (xj; yj), j = 1; 2; : : : ; i, as triples (�j ; !j ; �j) of �eld elements, wherexi = �i�i and yi = !i�2i . The exact formulation is given in1E is isomorphic to E1: y2 + xy = x3 + �x2 + b, where Tr(�) = Tr(a), � = 0 or  and Tr() = 1 (if nis odd, we can take  = 1), see [4, p. 39].



Improved Algorithms for Elliptic Curve Arithmetic in GF (2n) 5Theorem 1 Let P = (x; y) be a point on the elliptic curve E. Then the coordinates of thepoint 2iP = (xi; yi); i � 2, are given byxi = �i�i ; (5)yi = !i�2i : (6)where �k+1 = �4k + b�4k ; �0 = x�k+1 = (�k � �k)2 ; �0 = 1!k+1 = b�4k � �k+1 + �k+1 � (a�k+1 + !2k + b�4k) ; !0 = y; 0 � k < i:Proof. We will prove by induction on i that xi = �i�i and yi = !i�2i . This is easily true fori = 1. Now assume that the statement is true for i = n; we prove it for i = n + 1:xn+1 = bx2n + x2n = b�2n�2n + �2n�2n= b�4n + �4n�2n � �2n = �n+1�n+1 ;similarly, for yn+1 we obtain:yn+1 = bx2n + axn+1 + (y2n + b) � (1 + bx4n )= b�2n�2n + a�n+1�n+1 + (!2n�4n + b) � (1 + b�4n�4n )= b�4n�n+1 + a�n+1�n+1 + (!2n + b�4n) � �n+1�2n+1= !n+1�2n+1 :The following algorithm, based on Theorem 1, implements repeated doublings in termsof the a�ne coordinates of P = (x; y).



Improved Algorithms for Elliptic Curve Arithmetic in GF (2n) 6Algorithm 1: Repeated doubling pointsInput: P = (x; y) 2 E i � 2:Output: Q = 2iP:Set V  x2; D  V; W  y; T  b.for k = 1 to i� 1 doSet V  V 2 + T.Set W  D � T + V � (aD +W 2 + T ).if k 6= i� 1 thenV  V 2; D  D2; T  bD2; D  D � V .�odSet D  D � V .Set M  D�1 � (V 2 +W ).Set x D�1 � V 2.Set xi  M2 +M + a; yi  x2 +M � xi + xi.return(Q = (xi; yi)).Note that the correctness of this algorithm follows directly from the proof of Theorem 1and formula (2).Corollary 1 Assume that P is an elliptic point of order larger than 2i. Then Algorithm1 performs 3i� 1 general �eld multiplications, i� 1 multiplications by the �xed constant b,and 5i� 4 �eld squarings.4.1 Complexity ComparisonSince Algorithm 1 cuts down the number of �eld inversions at the expense of more �eldmultiplications, the computational advantage of Algorithm 1 over repeated doubling (us-ing the standard point doubling formula (2)) depends on r, the cost-ratio of inversion tomultiplication. Assuming that adding and squaring is fast, we conclude, from Corollary 1,that Algorithm 1 outperforms the computation of �ve consecutive doublings when r > 2.Table 2 shows the number of �eld multiplications needed for computing 25P +Q for severalmethods and for di�erent values of r. Note that the standard algorithm and Guajardo andPaar's formulas do not use the elliptic coe�cient b, whereas Algorithm 1 does.Algorithm 1 obtains its best performance for �eld implementations when r is at leastthree. If the elliptic curve is selected at random, then we expect Algorithm 1 to be upto 22% faster than the standard algorithm. For �eld implementations where r < 3, (forexample [6, 9]), Schroeppel's method [7] outperforms Algorithm 1.



Improved Algorithms for Elliptic Curve Arithmetic in GF (2n) 7Table 2: Comparison of Algorithm 1 with other algorithms.Ratio Algorithm1 Schroeppel [7] G.P. [2] Standard (2)r b sparse b random b sparse b random b random b random2:5 21 25 18.5 22.5 27 273 22 26 21.5 25.5 28 303:5 23 27 24.5 28.5 29 334 24 28 27.5 31.5 30 365 A New Kind of Projective CoordinatesWhen �eld inversion in GF (2n) is relatively expensive, then it may be of computationaladvantage to use fractional �eld arithmetic to perform elliptic curve additions, as well as,doublings. This is done with the use of projective coordinates.5.1 Basic FactsA projective plane P 2 is de�ned to be the set of equivalence classes of triples (X; Y; Z),not all zero, where (X1; Y1; Z1) and (X2; Y2; Z2) are said to be equivalent if there exists� 2 GF (2n); � 6= 0 such that X1 = �X2; Y1 = �2Y2 and Z1 = �Z2. Each equivalence classis called a projective point. Note that if a projective point P = (X; Y; Z) has nonzero Z,then P can be represented by the projective point (x; y; 1), where x = X=Z and y = Y=Z2.Therefore, the projective plane can be identi�ed with all points (x; y) of the ordinary (a�ne)plane plus the points for which Z = 0.Any equation f(x; y) = 0 of a curve in the a�ne plane corresponds to an equationF (X; Y; Z) = 0, where F is obtained by replacing x = X=Z; y = Y=Z2, and multiplying bya power of Z to clear the denominators. In particular, the projective equation of the a�neequation y2 + xy = x3 + ax2 + b is given byY 2 +XY Z = X3Z + aX2Z2 + bZ4 :If Z = 0 in this equation, then Y 2 = 0, i.e., Y = 0. Therefore, (1; 0; 0) is the only projectivepoint that satis�es the equation for which Z = 0. This point is called the point at in�nity(denoted O).The resulting projective elliptic equation isE = f(x; y; z) 2 P 2; y2 + xyz = x3z + ax2z2 + bz4g :To convert an a�ne point (x; y) to a projective point, one sets X = x; Y = y; Z = 1: Sim-ilarly, to convert a projective point (X; Y; Z) to an a�ne point, we compute x = X=Z; y =Y=Z2: The projective coordinates of the point �P (X; Y; Z) are given by � P (X; Y; Z) =(X;XZ + Y; Z): The algorithms for adding two projective points are given below.



Improved Algorithms for Elliptic Curve Arithmetic in GF (2n) 85.2 Projective Elliptic ArithmeticIn this section we present new formulas for adding elliptic curve points in projective coor-dinates. Projective Elliptic DoublingThe projective form of the doubling formula is2(X1; Y1; Z1) = (X2; Y2; Z2) ;where Z2 = Z21 �X21 ;X2 = X41 + b � Z41 ;Y2 = bZ41 � Z2 +X2 � (aZ2 + Y 21 + bZ41) :Projective Elliptic AdditionThe projective form of the adding formula is(X0; Y0; Z0) + (X1; Y1; Z1) = (X2; Y2; Z2) ;where A0 = Y1 � Z20 ; D = B0 + B1 ; H = C � F ;A1 = Y0 � Z21 ; E = Z0 � Z1 ; X2 = C2 +H +G ;B0 = X1 � Z0 ; F = D �E ; I = D2 �B0 �E +X2 ,B1 = X0 � Z1 ; Z2 = F 2 ; J = D2 �A0 +X2 ;C = A0 +A1 ; G = D2 � (F + aE2) ; Y2 = H � I + Z2 � J :These formulas can be improved for the special case Z1 = 1:(X0; Y0; Z0) + (X1; Y1; 1) = (X2; Y2; Z2);where A = Y1 � Z20 + Y0 ; E = A �C ;B = X1 �Z0 +X0 ; X2 = A2 +D +E ;C = Z0 �B ; F = X2 +X1 � Z2 ;D = B2 � (C + aZ20) ; G = X2 + Y1 � Z2 ;Z2 = C2 ; Y2 = E � F + Z2 �G :



Improved Algorithms for Elliptic Curve Arithmetic in GF (2n) 9Table 3: The number of �eld operations for 25P +Q (a = 0 or 1, Z1 = 1)Projective Doubling Adding Cost of 25P +Qcoordinates #Mult. #Sqr. #Mult. #Sqr. #Mult. #Sqr.(x=z; y=z2) 4 5 9 4 29 29(x=z2; x=z3) 5 5 10 4 35 29(x=z; y=z) 7 5 12 1 47 265.3 Performance AnalysisThe new projective doubling algorithm requires three general �eld multiplications, twomultiplications by a �xed constant, and �ve squarings. Since doubling a point takes onegeneral �eld multiplication less than the previous projective doubling algorithm given in[5], we obtain an improvement of about 20% for doubling a point, in general. For sparsecoe�cients b, we may obtain an improvement of up to a 25%.The new projective adding algorithm requires 13 general multiplications, one multipli-cation by a �xed constant and six squarings. If a = 0 (or a = 1) and Z1 = 1, then onlynine general �eld multiplications and four squarings are required. Thus, we obtain one�eld multiplication less than the previous projective addition algorithm presented in [5].The number of �eld operations required to perform an elliptic addition for various kinds ofprojective coordinates is listed in Table 3.Now we can estimate the improvement of a scalar multiplication using the new projectivecoordinates. We will consider only the case a = 0 (or a = 1) and Z1 = 1, since for thissituation we obtain the best improvement. The number of �eld operations for computing25P +Q is given in Table 3. Using these values we can conclude that the computation of ascalar multiplication, based on the new projective coordinates, is on average 17% and 38%faster than the previous projective coordinates [4, 5].6 ConclusionsWe have presented improved methods for faster implementation of the arithmetic of anelliptic curve de�ned over GF (2n). Our methods are easy to implement and can be appliedto all elliptic curves de�ned over �elds of characteristic two, independently of the speci�c�eld representation. They favor sparse elliptic coe�cients but also perform well for ellipticcurves selected at random. In general, they should lead to an improvement of up to 20% inthe computation of scalar multiplication.7 AcknowledgmentsWe thank the referees for their helpful comments.
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Improved Algorithms for Elliptic Curve Arithmetic in GF (2n) 118 AppendixAlgorithm 2: Projective Elliptic Doubling AlgorithmInput: the �nite �eld GF (2m); the �eld elements a and c = b2m�1(c2 = b) de�ning a curveE over GF (2m); projective coordinates (X1; Y1; Z1) for a point P1 on E.Output: projective coordinates (X2; Y2; Z2) for the point P2 = 2P1.1. T1  X12. T2  Y13. T3  Z14. T4  c5. if T1 = 0 or T3 = 0 thenoutput (1; 0; 0) and stop.6. T3  T 237. T4  T3 � T48. T4  T 249. T1  T 2110. T3  T1 � T3 = Z211. T1  T 2112. T1  T4 + T1 = X213. T2  T 2214. if a 6= 0 thenT5  aT5  T3 � T5T2  T5 + T215. T2  T4 + T216. T2  T1 � T217. T4  T3 � T418. T2  T4 + T2 = Y219. X2  T120. Y2  T221. Z2  T3This algorithm requires 3 general �eld multiplications, 5 �eld squarings and 5 temporaryvariables. If also a = 0, then only 4 temporary variables are required.



Improved Algorithms for Elliptic Curve Arithmetic in GF (2n) 12Algorithm 3: Projective Elliptic Adding AlgorithmInput: the �nite �eld GF (2m); the �eld elements a and b de�ning a curve E over GF (2m);projective coordinates (X0; Y0; Z0) and (X1; Y1; 1) for points P0 and P1 on E.Output: projective coordinates (X2; Y2; Z2) for the point P2 = P0 + P1, unless P0 = P1.In this case, the triple (0; 0; 0) is returned. (The triple (0,0,0) is not a valid projective pointon the curve, but rather a marker indicating that the Doubling Algorithm should be used,see [5].)1. T1  X02. T2  Y03. T3  Z04. T4  X15. T5  Y16. T6  T4 � T37. T1  T6 + T1 = B8. T6  T 239. if a 6= 0 theT7  aT7  T6 � T710. T6  T5 � T611. T2  T6 + T2 = A12. if T1 = 0 thenif T2 = 0 then output (0; 0; 0) and stop.else output (1,0,0) and stop.13. T6  T1 � T3 = C14. T1  T 2115. if a 6= 0 thenT7  T6 + T7T1  T7 � T1 = Delse T1  T6 � T1 = D16. T3  T 26 = Z217. T6  T2 � T6 = E18. T1  T6 + T119. T2  T 2220. T1  T2 + T1 = X221. T4  T3 � T422. T5  T3 � T523. T4  T1 + T4 = F24. T5  T1 + T5 = G25. T4  T6 � T426. T5  T3 � T527. T2  T4 + T5 = Y228. X2  T129. Y2  T230. Z2  T3This algorithm requires 9 general �eld multiplications, 4 �eld squarings and 7 temporaryvariables. If also a = 0, then only 6 temporary variables are required.


